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Abstract

The concept of weakly compatible mappings, defined in the Menger
PM-space by Singh and Jain ([11]), is used to prove some common fixed
point results. We ‘translate’ our fixed point theorem of this space into
the metric space by an interesting way. The theorem thus obtained is a
generalization of the main Theorem 3.3 of Jachymski [4].
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1 Introduction

The study of probabilistic metric space, as a milestone development, was
extended and turned to the direction of fixed point theory by Sahgal and
Bharucha-Reid [12]. In which they studied the Banach contraction principle
of metric space into the complete Menger space. For, they introduced the
concept of B-contraction maps in probabilistic metric spaces, and proved that
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any B-contraction on a complete Menger space (X,F ; τ) has a unique fixed
point, under the t-norm τ , defined by τ(a, b) = min{a, b}.

As a parallel development to metric space, the study of fixed point theory
in PM-space also grown to the commuting type mappings (e.g., [1], [2], [3], [9],
[14] etc.). The concept of commutativity of mappings, defined by Sessa ([13])
in metric space, was generalized to compatible maps [5] and then to weakly
compatible maps [6]. Recently in this line, Singh and Jain [11] introduced
the notion of weakly compatible maps in Menger space to establish a common
fixed point theorem.

2 Preliminary

Definition 2.1 ([15]) A distribution function is a function F : [−∞,∞] →
[0, 1] which is left-continuous, non-decreasing and F (−∞) = 0, F (+∞) = 1.
We will denote the family of all distribution functions on [−∞,∞] by Δ+.

The specific distribution function (H)is defined by:
H(t) = 0 if t ≤ 0 and H(t) = 1 if t > 0, where H ∈ Δ+.

Definition 2.2 A mapping ∗ : [0, 1] × [0, 1] → [0, 1] is called a triangular
norm (shortly, t-norm) if the following conditions satisfy:
(i) a ∗ 1 = a, for every a ∈ [0, 1],
(ii) a ∗ b = b ∗ a, for every a, b ∈ [0, 1],
(iii) a ∗ b ≤ c ∗ d whenever a ≤ c and b ≤ d, for every a, b, c, d ∈ [0, 1],
(iv) a ∗ (b ∗ c) = (a ∗ b) ∗ c, for every a, b, c ∈ [0, 1].

A very important t-norm is the t-norm a ∗ b = min{a, b}, where a, b ∈ [0, 1].
The t-norm ∗ = min is unique t-norm such that a ∗ a ≥ a, ∀a ∈ [0, 1] (see, [3]).

Definition 2.3 ([15]) The ordered pair (X,F) is called probabilistic metric
space (shortly, PM-space) if X is a nonempty set and F : X × X → Δ+

satisfies the following conditions:
(PM-1) Fx,y(t) = 1 for every t > 0 ⇒ x = y, (∀x, y ∈ X);
(PM-2) Fx,y(0) = 0, ∀x, y ∈ X;
(PM-3) Fx,y = Fy,x, ∀x, y ∈ X;
(PM-4) Fx,z(t) = 1 and Fz,y(s) = 1 ⇒ Fx,y(t + s) = 1, ∀ x, y ∈ X, t, s > 0.

The notation F(p, q) is also written byFp,q for every (p, q) ∈ X × X.

Definition 2.4 The ordered triple (X,F ; ∗) is called a Menger space where
(X,F) is a PM-space, ∗ is a t-norm and the following inequality hold:

(PM-5) Fx,y(t + s) ≥ Fx,z(t) ∗ Fz,y(s), ∀x, y, z ∈ X and t, s > 0.
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If ∗ is a continuous t-norm, then it follows from (PM-5) that the limit of a
sequence {xn} in Menger space is uniquely determined ([10]).

Definition 2.5 If the following three conditions on (X,F , ∗) satisfies then
it is a Menger space:
(M-1) Fx,y = Fy,x, ∀x, y ∈ X,
(M-2) Fx,y(t) = 1, ∀t > 0 if and only if x = y,
(M-3) Fx,y(t + s) ≥ Fx,z(t) ∗ Fz,y(s), for all x, y, z ∈ X and t, s > 0.

Definition 2.6 Let A and S be two self-maps of a Menger space (X,F , ∗).
Suppose there exists a sequence {xn} in X such that limn→∞ Axn = limn→∞ Sxn.
Then they are said to be:
(a) compatible ([10]), if limn→∞ FASxn,SAxn(t) = 1, ∀t > 0;
(b) compatible of type (A) ([1]), if limn→∞ FSAxn,AAxn(t) = limn→∞ FASxn,SSxn(t) =
1, ∀t > 0;
(c) 2-compatible ([14]), if limn→∞ FAAxn,SSxn(t) = 1, ∀t > 0, and
(d) weakly compatible ([11]), if they commute at their coincidence point, i.e.,

ASx = SAx for some x ∈ X whenever Ax = Sx.

These mappings were defined in metric spaces by [5], [7], [8] and [6], respec-
tively. Following is an example of weakly compatible maps in Menger space.

Example. Let (X, d) be a metric space, where X = R, d = |x − y| and
(X,F ; ∗) be its induced Menger space with H as the specific distribution func-
tion, Fx,y(t) = H(t−d(x, y)), for all x, y ∈ X, t > 0. Define A, S : X → X by:

Ax = [x], the integral part of x, for all x ∈ R where [x] ≤ x, and
Sx = −1 if x ≤ 0, Sx = 0 if 0 < x < 1, Sx = 1 if x ≥ 0.

Then for the sequence {xn} = {1 − 1
n+1

}, we have limn→∞ FASxn,SAxn(t) =
limn→∞ FASxn,SSxn(t) = limn→∞ FAAxn,SSxn(t) = H(t − 1) 
= 1, for all t > 0.
Thus the pair is neither compatible, nor 2-compatible nor compatible of type
(A), but it is weakly compatible as it commutes at the coincidence point
x ∈ [−1, 0)

⋃
(0, 1)

⋃
[1, 2).

Proposition 1. [11] ([1], [14]) Suppose A and S are two self-maps of a
Menger space (X,F ; ∗) and they are compatible (compatible type (A) or 2-
compatible). If Az = Sz then ASz = SAz.

Definition 2.7 ([14]) Let {τn}n∈N be a family of t-norm functions, each
with domain [0, 1], then {τn} is equicontinuous on [0, 1] if, given any number
ε > 0, ∃δ > 0 such that, for any τ ∈ {τn}, and for all a, b ∈ [0, 1],

|τ(a) − τ(b)| < ε whenever |a − b| < δ. (1)
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3 Main Results

Before proving our main Theorem 3.2, we need the following Lemma.

Lemma 3.1 ([14]) Let (X,F , ∗) be a Menger space with t-norm ∗ such that
the family {∗n(x)}n∈N is equicontinuous at x = 1 and let E denote the family of
all functions φ : R+ → R+ such that φ is non-decreasing with limn→∞ φn(t) =
+∞, ∀t > 0. If {yn}n∈N is a sequence in X satisfying the condition

Fyn,yn+1(t) ≥ Fyn−1,yn(φ(t)), (2)

for all t > 0 and α ∈ [−1, 0], then {yn}n∈N is a Cauchy sequence in X.

Now we state and prove our main result.

Theorem 3.2 Let A, B, S and T be self maps of a complete Menger space
(X,F , ∗), with ∗ = min satisfying
(i) A(X) ⊆ T (X), B(X) ⊆ S(X),

(ii) [1 + α.FSx,T y(t)] ∗ FAx,By(t) ≥
α. min {FAx,Sx(t) ∗ FBy,Ty(t), FAx,Ty(2t) ∗ FBy,Sx(2t)}

+FSx,T y(φ(t)) ∗ FAx,Sx(φ(t)) ∗ FBy,Ty(φ(t)) ∗ FAx,Ty(2φ(t)) ∗ FBy,Sx(2φ(t)),

for all x, y ∈ X, t > 0 and φ ∈ E.

(iii) (A, S) is compatible (2-compatible or compatible type (A)) and (B, T ) is
weakly compatible or vise-versa,

(iv) one mapping of the compatible (2-compatible or compatible type (A)) pair
is continuous. Then A, B, S and T have a unique common fixed point.

Proof. For an arbitrary chosen x0 ∈ X, we can define, by using (i), a sequence
{yn} in X, such that

Ax2n = Tx2n+1 = y2n, Bx2n+1 = Sx2n+2 = y2n+1, ∀n = 0, 1, 2... (3)

Let us show that Fyn+2,yn+1(t) ≥ Fyn+1,yn(φ(t)). For, putting x2n+2 for x
and x2n+1 for y in (ii), and then on simplification, we have

Fy2n+2,y2n+1(t) ≥ Fy2n+1,y2n+2(φ(t)) ∗ Fy2n,y2n+1(φ(t))

or,

Fy2n+2,y2n+1(t) ≥ min{Fy2n+1,y2n+2(φ(t)), Fy2n,y2n+1(φ(t))}.
If Fy2n+2,y2n+1(φ(t)) is chosen ‘min’, then we obtain

Fy2n+2,y2n+1(t) ≥ Fy2n+2,y2n+1(φ(t)), ∀t > 0

a contradiction, as φ(t) is non-decreasing function. Thus
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Fy2n+2,y2n+1(t) ≥ Fy2n+1,y2n(φ(t)), ∀t > 0.

Similarly, by putting x2n+2 for x and x2n+3 for y in (ii), we have,

Fy2n+3,y2n+2(t) ≥ Fy2n+2,y2n+1(φ(t)), ∀t > 0.

Unifying these two, we obtain

Fyn+2,yn+1(t) ≥ Fyn+1,yn(φ(t)); ∀n = 0, 1, 2, ..., t > 0. (4)

Hence from Lemma 3.1 (see [14]), the sequence {yn} is Cauchy in the complete
Menger space X. Thus {yn} converges to some z ∈ X, i.e.,

lim
n→∞ yn = lim

n→∞Ax2n = lim
n→∞ Bx2n+1 = lim

n→∞ Tx2n+1 = lim
n→∞ Sx2n = z. (5)

Suppose that A is continuous and compatible with S. Since A is continuous,
so that AAx2n → Az, ASx2n → Az and limn→∞ FASx2n,SAx2n(t) = 1; and it is
compatible with S, therefore SAx2n → Az.

Now we claim that Az = z. This can be shown, by putting x2n+1 for y
and Ax2n for x in (ii), and then letting n → ∞, by using (3) and (5). Next
we claim that Sz = z. This can be shown, by putting x2n+1 for y and z for x
in (ii), and then letting n → ∞, by using Az = z. Thus z is a common fixed
point of (A, S). Similar argument applies for 2-compatible and compatible of
type (A). On the other hand, if S is continuous then interchanging the role of
A and S, we can show the similar result. Hence Az = Sz = z.

Further, the pair (B, T ) is assumed weakly compatible. Since A(X) ⊆
T (X), so that for this z ∈ X we have Az = Tv, for some v ∈ X. Thus
Az = Sz = z = Tv. We claim that Bv = z. This can be shown, by putting
z for x and v for y and using Az = Sz = z = Tv. Therefore Bv = Tv = z.
The weak compatibility of pair (B, T ) implies that Bz = BTv = TBv = Tz.
It remains to show that Bz = z. It can be shown, by putting z for y and z for
x and then using Az = Sz = z. Thus Bz = z = Tz.

Hence z is a common fixed point of A, B, S and T . Similar argument
applies if (B, T ) is chosen compatible pair (compatible maps of type (A) or
2-compatible) and (A, S) is weakly compatible. The uniqueness of z follows
easily. Hence z is the unique common fixed point of A, B, S and T . This
completes the proof.

If we put α = 0 and taking one of the pairs (A, S) or (B, T ) compatible,
then Theorem 3.2 reduces to the following corollary.
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Corollary 3.3 Let A, B, S and T be self-maps of a complete Menger space
(X,F ; ∗) with t ∗ t ≥ t, for all t ∈ [0, 1], satisfying:
(i) A(X) ⊆ T (X), B(X) ⊆ S(X),
(ii) FAx,By(t) ≥

FSx,T y(φ(t)) ∗FAx,Sx(φ(t)) ∗FBy,Ty(φ(t)) ∗FAx,Ty(2φ(t)) ∗FBy,Sx(2φ(t))
for all x, y ∈ X, φ ∈ E and t > 0,

(iii) one pair is compatible and the other is weakly compatible,
(iv) one mapping of the compatible pair is continuous.

Then A, B, S and T have a unique common fixed point in X.

3.1 Application in metric space

As an application, we prove the following result based on the Corollary 3.3.
For this, we use the following Proposition of Sehgal and Bharucha-Reid.

Proposition 2. ([12]) Let (X, d) be a metric space. Then the metric d induces
a distribution function F defined by:

Fx,y(t) = H(t − d(x, y)), ∀x, y ∈ X, t > 0. (6)

If the t-norm is ‘min’ then (X,F ; min) is a Menger space under F ∈ F .
Further, it is a complete Menger space if (X, d) is a complete metric space.

Now we are ready to prove the following result.

Theorem 3.4 Let A, B, S and T be self-maps of a complete metric space
(X, d) satisfying:
(i)• A(X) ⊆ T (X), B(X) ⊆ S(X),
(ii)• d(Ax, By) ≤

ϕ( max {d(Sx, Ty), d(Ax, Sx), d(By, Ty), 1
2
[d(Ax, Ty)+d(By, Sx)]}),

where ϕ : R+ → R+ is a function such that:
(a) ϕ is upper semi-continuous,
(b) ϕ(t) < t for all t > 0,

(iii)• pair (A, S) is compatible and (B, T ) is weakly compatible or vise-versa,
(iv)• one mapping of the compatible pair is continuous.

Then A, B, S and T have a unique common fixed point.

Proof. Let us ‘translate’ the conditions of Theorem 3.4 of metric space into
the conditions of Theorem 3.2 of Menger space by using the Proposition 2
([12]). For this, we convert the metric d(x, y) into the probabilistic distance
Fx,y(t) by H(t − d(x, y)) = Fx,y(t), for all t > 0, where x, y ∈ X. Define the
t-norm on X by ∗ = min. Thus by Proposition 2, the (X,F ; ∗) is an induced
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Menger space and the completeness of (X, d) is preserved.

Now, for an arbitrary sequence {xn}, the compatibility of (A, S) in (X, d)
yields, d(Axn, Sxn) → 0 ⇒ H(t − d(Axn, Sxn)) → 1, for all t > 0. Thus
(A, S) is compatible in the induced Menger space. Similarly, pair (B, T ) is
weakly compatible in it.

Now we show that the inequality (ii)•⇒(ii). Contrary, let (ii)• holds true
but (ii) dose not. That is,

FAx,By(t) < min {FSx,T y(ϕ(t)) ∗ FAx,Sx(ϕ(t)) ∗ FBy,Ty(ϕ(t)) ∗ FAx,Ty(2ϕ(t))∗
FBy,Sx(2ϕ(t))}, for all x, y ∈ X and t > 0.

By the definition of probabilistic metric, this relation follows that:

d(Ax, By) ≥ t and

d(Sx, Ty) < ϕ(t), d(Ax, Sx) < ϕ(t), d(By, Ty) < ϕ(t), d(Ax, Ty) <
2ϕ(t), d(By, Sx) < 2ϕ(t) or 1

2
[d(Ax, Ty) + d(By, Sx)] < ϕ(t).

But ϕ(t) < t, so above jointly yields

max {d(Sx, Ty), d(Ax, Sx), d(By, Ty), d(Ax,Ty)+d(By,Sx)
2

} < ϕ(t) < t.

Now ϕ is non-decreasing, so this yields

ϕ(max {d(Sx, Ty), d(Ax, Sx), d(By, Ty), d(Ax,Ty)+d(By,Sx)
2

}) ≤ ϕ(t).

It follows that

d(Ax, By) ≥ t > ϕ(t) ≥ ϕ(max {d(Sx, Ty), d(Ax, Sx), d(By, Ty),

d(Ax,Ty)+d(By,Sx)
2

}),
which is a contradiction of inequality (ii)•. So that (ii)•⇒(ii). Hence all the
conditions of Corollary 3.3 is satisfied, and thus the mappings A, B, S and T
have a unique common fixed point in (X,F ; ∗). Therefore A, B, S and T have
a unique common fixed point in (X, d). This completes the proof.

Remark 1. Theorem 3.4 is a generalization of Jachymski’s Theorem 3.3 [4].
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